
THE LAMB 12 Wistaston Road, Willaston, Nantwich, CW5 6PX

Available on our
New Front of House Contract

Pub Overview

A well-established and lively local's pub in the centre of Willaston. This is a super little proposition a community pub
with a steady year-round audience who congregate here to play darts, pool or dominoes and would benefit from the
addition of Sky TV. The pub is supported by a loyal contingent of regulars and offers a good variety of cask ales and
traditional pub food.
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THE LAMB
12 Wistaston Road, Willaston, Nantwich, CW5 6PX

Business facilities
The Lamb has separate two trading areas allowing you to please two sets of customers at the same
time, as well as a large commercial kitchen. The lounge with its conservatory is perfect for dinning
provide plenty of space to offer a traditional menu. The bar area is geared more towards the sports
side of this business. Externally the business benefits from a enclosed rear beer garden and parking
for up to 20 cars.

Private accommodation
The accommodation includes three bedrooms, a lounge, kitchen and bathroom.

Pub Type
Community Pubs form the backbone of our estate. Local pubs found on the street corner, in suburbs,
neighbourhoods, on housing estates, in towns and villages around the country. At its core the
Community Pub should always provide a relaxed and friendly atmosphere for customers living in the
neighbourhood. To excel, Community Pubs need to be at the hub of their neighbourhood, a focal point
for locals. Supporting the many and varied interest groups of the community;darts, pool, fund raising,
local schools, business networking, whatever they may be, is key. Just as a Community pub needs to
accommodate the different types of customer within its own neighbourhood, the environment from one
Community Pub to another varies tremendously. It is this diversity that makes the Community Pub
what it is.

The mainstream offer is based around a combination of product quality, service and price. The offer
must consistently deliver good service and classic food and drink ranges. Marketing communications
focus on quality and service, with the use of some price mechanics to drive trade. Major brands are
stocked but there is the opportunity to trade up from the standard offer to a cask ale for example, or a
better quality wine.

Would this pub suit you?
This pub business will be ideal for someone who enjoys engaging with the local community. There is a
strong foundation in place and an opportunity to grow the business further.

What's the area like?
The Lamb is located in Willaston village, an affluent and desirable area just outside Nantwich. There is
a strong sense of community and local drinkers often choose to spend time in the smaller village of
Willaston rather than the larger town of Nantwich.

   








